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UNIQUENESS OF MINIMAL UNSTABLE LAMINATION
FOR DISCRETIZED ANOSOV FLOWS
NANCY GUELMAN AND SANTIAGO MARTINCHICH
Abstract. We consider the class of partially hyperbolic diffeomor-
phisms f : M ÑM obtained as the discretization of topological Anosov
flows. We show uniqueness of minimal unstable lamination for these
systems provided that the underlying Anosov flow is transitive and not
orbit equivalent to a suspension. As a consequence, uniqueness of quasi-
attractors is obtained. If the underlying Anosov flow is not transitive
we get an analogous finiteness result provided that the restriction of the
flow to any of its attracting basic pieces is not a suspension. A simi-
lar uniqueness result is also obtained for certain one-dimensional center
skew-products.
1. Introduction
A diffeomorphism f in a closed manifold M is called partially hyperbolic
if there exists a Df -invariant continuous decomposition
TM “ Es ‘ Ec ‘ Eu
such that vectors in Es and Eu are uniformly contracted for future and past
iterates of f , respectively, and vectors in Ec have an intermediate behavior
(a precise definition is given in Section 2.1).
A partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f : M ÑM with dimpEcq “ 1 is a
discretized Anosov flow if there exist a topological Anosov flow ϕt : M ÑM
(definition given in Section 2.2) and a continuous function τ : M Ñ Rą0
such that
fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq
for every x in M .
Discretized Anosov flows form a class of partially hyperbolic diffeomor-
phims that naturally contains C1-perturbations of the time 1 map of Anosov
flows (see Section 2.2). But not only that, it has been recently shown in
[BFFP19] that discretized Anosov flows form a somewhat large class, com-
prising the whole homotopic to the identity class of partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism of certain 3-manifolds.
This work fits in the study of the dynamics of discretized Anosov flows.
In particular, on the finiteness and uniqueness of quasi-attractors and quasi-
repellers (definition in Section 2.2).
It is well known that the bundles Eu and Es uniquely integrate to f -
invariant foliations (see e.g. [HPS77]). We denote them as the unstable
Wu and stable Ws foliations, respectively. Since quasi-attractors are pair-
wise disjoint compact sets saturated by Wu-leaves then each one of them
contains at least one minimal set for the foliation Wu. Thus, uniqueness
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(resp. finiteness) of minimal unstable laminations implies uniqueness (resp.
finiteness) of quasi-attractors.
Finiteness of minimal unstable laminations is obtained in [CPS17] for a
C1-open and dense subset of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with one-
dimensional center. In this text we aim to a more global (non-perturbative)
study involving uniqueness/finiteness results for whole classes of examples.
It is worth pointing out that we focus on minimal unstable laminations
and quasi-attractors but the results have obvious analogous statements for
minimal stable laminations and quasi-repellers.
1.1. Discretized transitive Anosov flows. Discretized Anosov flows with
arbitrary number of attractors and repellers can be obtained by perturbing
the time 1 map of an Anosov diffeomorphism’s suspension: as M fibers over
the circle and ϕ1 preserves fibers one can perturb ϕ1 so that it becomes
Morse-Smale or even a dynamics with infinitely many quasi-attractors in
the base (see Example 2.6 for details).
In [BG10] examples of Axiom A discretized Anosov flows fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq
with a proper attractor and a proper repeller have been built as a discretiza-
tion of any transitive Anosov flow ϕt : M ÑM provided that dimpMq “ 3.
Recall that two flows are said to be orbit equivalent whenever there exists
a homeomorphism taking orbits of one into orbits of the other and preserving
its orientation. We obtain:
Theorem A. Let fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq be a discretized Anosov flow. Suppose ϕt
is transitive and not orbit equivalent to a suspension. Then f has a unique
minimal unstable lamination.
Corollary 1.1. Any f as in Theorem A has at most one quasi-attractor.
Theorem A is already known from [HU19] for discretized Anosov flows in
a C1-neighborhood of the time 1 map of a transitive Anosov flow that is not
orbit equivalent to a suspension.
We point out that our proof relies on a different approach. The main
inspiration for the present work comes from [BG09] where it was shown that
every Axiom A discretized Anosov flow as in the hypothesis of Theorem A
admits a unique attractor. By generalizing the arguments in [BG09] (see
also [G02]) we are able to remove the Axiom A hypothesis and to obtain not
only uniqueness of quasi-attractor but also of minimal unstable lamination.
In the case f is chain-transitive Corollary 1.1 gives us no new information
but uniqueness of minimal unstable lamination is still interesting. It implies,
for example, that the supports of all u-Gibbs measures have non-trivial
intersection as the support of any such a measure is a Wu-saturated compact
set. In [HU19, Theorem 1.2] more precise consequences are obtained.
1.2. Discretized non-transitive Anosov flows. For fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq a
discretized Anosov flow such that ϕt is not transitive the problem reduces
to study the behavior of ϕt on the attracting basic pieces of ϕt.
For example, the time 1 map of the Franks-Williams’s non-transitive
Anosov flow [FW80] can be perturbed to obtain arbitrary number of quasi-
attractors (see Example 2.7). The unique attractor Λ in this example verifies
that ϕt|Λ : Λ Ñ Λ is orbit equivalent to a suspension so one can essentially
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perform in a neighborhood of Λ the same perturbation as mentioned above
for the time 1 map of an Anosov’s suspension.
On the other hand, the arguments for obtaining Theorem A are also valid
in restriction to any non-suspension basic attracting piece. We obtain:
Theorem A’. Let fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq be a discretized Anosov flow. Then
every attracting basic piece Λ of ϕt such that ϕt|Λ is not orbit equivalent to
a suspension admits a unique minimal unstable lamination for f .
Corollary 1.2. Let fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq be a discretized Anosov flow. Suppose
that all attracting basic pieces Λ1, . . . , Λk of ϕt verify that ϕt|Λi is not
orbit equivalent to a suspension. Then f has exactly k minimal unstable
laminations (and exactly k quasi-attractors). Moreover, each one of them is
contained in one of the attracting basic pieces Λ1, . . . , Λk.
Discretized non-transitive Anosov flows in the hypothesis of Corollary 1.2
can be constructed using the techniques from [FW80] (see also [BBY17]).
We briefly sketch their construction in Section 6.
1.3. Skew-products. We say that f : M Ñ M is a partially hyperbolic
skew-product if it admits an f -invariant center foliation Wc such that M
is a fiber bundle with M{Wc as base and the leaves of Wc as fibers. If
dimpEcq “ 1, we say that pM,Wcq is the trivial bundle if Wc is topologically
equivalent to the foliation t¨u ˆ S1 in M{Wc ˆ S1. We say that pM,Wcq
is a virtually trivial bundle if it is the trivial bundle modulo finite cover.
Examples of non-trivial skew-products that are virtually trivial and not
virtually trivial can be found in [BW05].
The proof of Theorem A will follow from the more general statements
of Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.3 (see Section 3). As a consequence
of these propositions we recover also the uniqueness of minimal unstable
lamination result of [HP14] when the bundle is non-trivial in dimension 3
and we extend it to any dimension:
Theorem B. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic skew-product with
dimpEcq “ 1 such that the induced dynamics in the space of center leaves,
F : M{Wc Ñ M{Wc, is transitive. If pM,Wcq is not a virtually trivial
bundle then f admits a unique minimal unstable lamination and a unique
quasi-attractor.
In fact, Theorem B is also valid if we exchange the hypothesis ‘skew-
product’ for ‘Wc uniformly compact’. We will precise this in Section 3.
In dimension 3, examples of partially hyperbolic skew-products with a
proper attractor and a proper repeller such that Wc is given by the fibers of
any non-trivial bundle over M{Wc “ T2 are constructed in [Sh14].
It is worth noting the marked correspondence between skew-products and
discretized Anosov flows concerning the uniqueness and existence results.
The trivial bundle case, the uniqueness of minimal unstable lamination result
of [HP14] (extended in Theorem B) and the examples of [Sh14] mirror the
suspension case, Theorem A and the examples of [BG10], respectively.
Notice that the hypothesis ‘F : M{Wc Ñ M{Wc transitive’ in Theorem
B is somewhat natural since in this setting F is a topological Anosov homeo-
morphism that preserves two topologically transverse contracting/expanding
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continuous foliations Wcs|M{Wc and Wcu|M{Wc . A potential Theorem B’, in
analogy with Theorem A’, would involve dealing with attracting basic pieces
of a non-transitive F .
1.4. Classical examples in dimension 3 and beyond. The ‘classical
examples’ (in the sense of Pujals’s conjecture and [BW05]) of partially hy-
perbolic diffeomophisms in dimension 3 are skew-products, deformations of
Anosov diffeomorphisms (those that are homotopic to Anosov in T3) and
discretized Anosov flows.
For deformations of Anosov diffeomorphisms uniqueness of minimal stable
and unstable lamination is proved in [Po13]. Existence of a proper quasi-
attractor is unknown (see [Po13, Question 2]).
With Theorem A and Theorem A’ we complete in a certain sense the
uniqueness and finiteness problem for the classical examples in dimension
3 modulo the structure of Wc. In particular, the existence of infinetely
many minimal unstable laminations is always associated with a region (the
whole manifold or some proper attracting region) where Wc ‘looks like’ a
suspension flow.
Beyond the classical examples, the first non-dynamically coherent exam-
ples were obtained in [HHU16]. They identified the existence of a periodic
torus tangent to Es ‘ Ec or Ec ‘ Eu as a possible obstruction for dynam-
ically coherence. Notice that such a torus is necessary an attractor or a
repeller. In [HP19] it was shown that examples with this type of tori have
periodic regions homeomorphic to T2 ˆ p0, 1q in the complement of these
tori. In these regions Ec integrates to f -invariant ‘interval fibers’ transverse
to T2ˆt¨u and the dynamics is of the type Anosov times identity. So essen-
tially the existence of minimal unstable laminations or quasi-attractors for
this type of examples is similar to the trivial skew-product and suspension’s
of Anosov map scenarios.
More recently, the realm of classical examples has been enlarged with new
challenging examples (see for example [BPP16], [BGP16] and [BGHP17]).
It is natural to ask if results of uniqueness/finiteness of minimal unstable
laminations/quasi-attractors are also valid for whole classes of these new
examples.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Partial hyperbolicity and quasi-attractors. We say that a C1-
diffeomorphism f in a closed Riemannian manifold M is (strongly) partially
hyperbolic if it preserves a continuous splitting TM “ Es ‘ Ec ‘ Eu, with
non-trivial stable Es and unstable Eu bundles, such that for some constants
λ P p0, 1q and C ą 0:
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||DfnEspxq|| ă Cλn, ||Df´nEupxq|| ă Cλn and
||DfEspxq|| ă mpDfEcpxqq ď ||DfEcpxq|| ă mpDfEupxqq
for every x PM and n ě 0. Recall that for T linear, mpT q and ||T || denote
the min and max of t||T pvq||u||v||“1, respectively. For simplicity, all along
this text we will drop the word ‘strongly’ and call these systems merely
partially hyperbolic.
The strong bundles Es and Eu are known to uniquely integrate to f -
invariant foliations Ws and Wu (see [HPS77]). The bundles Es ‘ Ec and
Ec ‘ Eu may or may not be integrable. Whenever they integrate to f -
invariant foliations (denoted by Wcs and Wcu, respectively) we will say that
f is dynamically coherent. If this is the case, thenWcsXWcu is an f -invariant
foliation tangent to Ec that we will denote by Wc.
For every i P tu, c, s, cs, cuu the foliation Wi is a foliation with C1 leaves
tangent to a continuous bundle. We will consider the leaves of Wi with the
intrinsic metric induced by the metric from M . For R ą 0 and x P M we
denote by WiRpxq the ball of center x and radius R inside the leaf Wipxq. It
is direct to check that if xn
nÝÑ x then WiRpxnq nÝÑWiRpxnq in the Hausdorff
topology. We will use this fact several times along the text.
We say that A Ă M is a minimal unstable lamination if it is a minimal
set of the foliation Wu, that is, if it is a Wu-saturated compact set such that
Wupxq “ A for every x P A. Minimal unstable laminations are minimal, with
respect to the inclusion, among non-empty compact Wu-saturated sets.
Let Rpfq Ă M the chain recurrent set of f , that is, the union of all
points x P M such that there exists a non-trivial -pseudo orbit from x to
x for every  ą 0. It coincides with the complement of all points contained
in a wandering region of the form UzfpUq for some open set U such that
fpUq Ă U . We consider Rpfq divided in equivalent classes, called chain
recurrent classes, given by the relation x „ y if and only if there exists a
non-trivial -pseudo orbit from x to y and another from y to x for every
 ą 0.
A quasi-attractor is a chain recurrent class A for which there exists a base
of neighborhoods tUiui (i.e. A Ă Ui and A “ Şi Ui) such that fpUiq Ă Ui
for every i. Quasi-attractors always exists for homeomorphisms in compact
metric spaces. A good reference for the notions of chain recurrent classes
and quasi-attractors is [CP15].
Every quasi-attractor is a compact Wu-saturated set so it contains at
least one minimal unstable lamination. Then uniqueness (resp. finiteness)
of minimal unstable laminations implies uniqueness (resp. finiteness) of
quasi-attractors.
2.2. Discretized Anosov flows. A general reference for this subsection is
[BFFP19, Appendix G].
We say that a flow ϕt : M Ñ M is an Anosov flow if it preserves a
continuous and Dϕt-invariant decomposition TM “ Es ‘ Ec ‘ Eu such
that vectors in Es and Eu are uniformly contracted for the future and past,
respectively, and the subbundle Ec is generated by BϕtBt |t“0.
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We say that ϕt : M ÑM is a topological Anosov flow if it is a continuous
flow with BϕtBt |t“0 a continuous vector field and preserving two topologically
transverse continuous foliations Fws and Fwu such that:
‚ The foliaton Fws X Fwu is the foliation given by the orbits of ϕt.
‚ Given x in M and y P Fwspxq (resp. y P Fwupxq) there exists
an increasing continuous reparametrization h : R Ñ R such that
dpϕtpxq, ϕhptqpyqq Ñ 0 as tÑ `8 (resp. tÑ ´8).
‚ There exists  ą 0 such that for every x P M and y P Fwslocpxq
(resp, y P Fwuloc pxq), with y not in the same orbit as x, and for every
increasing continuous reparametrization h : R Ñ R with hp0q “ 0,
there exists t ď 0 (resp. t ě 0) such that dpϕtpxq, ϕhptqpyqq ą .
Remark 2.1. Most of the classical properties of Anosov flows are valid also in
the context of topological Anosov flows (see [Ba15] and references therein).
In particular:
(1) If ϕt is transitive then the foliations F
ws and Fwu are minimal.
(2) If ϕt is not transitive then there exists a decomposition of the non-
wandering set, Ωpϕtq “ Λ1Y . . .YΛK , in disjoint basic pieces Λi that
are compact, ϕt-invariant and such that ϕt|Λi : Λi Ñ Λi is transitive.
Moreover, some of them, Λ1, . . . ,Λk, are attracting basic pieces such
that its whole basin FwspΛ1q Y . . . Y FwspΛkq is an open and dense
subset of M .
Definition 2.2 (Discretized Anosov flow). A partially hyperbolic diffeomor-
phism f : M Ñ M with dimpEcq “ 1 is a discretized Anosov flow if there
exist a topological Anosov flow ϕt : M Ñ M and a continuous function
τ : M Ñ Rą0 such that
fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq
for every x in M .
Remark 2.3. For every f that is the time 1 map of an Anosov flow there
exists a C1-neighborhood Uf such that every g in Uf is a discretized Anosov
flow (see for example [BG09]). This is a consequence of pf,Wcq being plaque
expansive.
Remark 2.4. In [BFFP19] discretized Anosov flows are shown to be, mod-
ulo finite iterate, the unique type of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
homotopic to the identity in many 3-manifold. This is the case for Seifert
3-manifolds ([BFFP19, Theorem A]) and for dynamically coherent ones in
hyperbolic 3-manifolds ([BFFP19, Theorem B]).
The following is contained in [BFFP19, Proposition G.1] in the case
dimpMq “ 3 but is valid in any dimension:
Proposition 2.5. Let fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq be a discretized Anosov flow. Then
f is dynamically coherent, the weak-stable and weak-unstable foliations Fws
and Fwu of ϕt are center-stable and center-unstable foliations W
cs and Wcu
for f tangent to Es‘Ec and Ec‘Eu, respectively, and the flow lines of ϕt
form a center foliation Wc for f that is tangent to Ec.
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Let us finish this subsection by showing examples of discretized Anosov
flows with arbitrary number of quasi-attractors, even infinitely many (count-
able or uncountable).
We say that a flow ϕt : X Ñ X is a suspension flow if there exists a
homeomorphism g : Y Ñ Y such that the flow ϕt is the projection of the
flow in Y ˆ R generated by the vector field BBt “ p0, 1q into the quotient
X “ Y ˆ R{„ given by py, t ` 1q „ pgpyq, 1q. Notice that for a suspension
flow the space X has the structure of a bundle over the circle S1 with fibers
homeomorphic to Y . Moreover, the flow ϕt takes fibers to fibers and the
time 1 map ϕ1 : X Ñ X leaves invariant each fiber (it projects as the
identity on the base) and acts on each of them as the map g.
Example 2.6 (Perturbing the time 1 map of an Anosov’s suspension). Let
us consider ϕt : M ÑM to be the suspension of an Anosov diffeomorphism
g : N Ñ N .
We can perturb the time 1 map of ϕt in order to get a partially hyperbolic
map f that still preserves fibers but acts like a Morse-Smale in the base.
For example, taking coordinates x “ py, tq, we can consider f explicitly as
fpy, tq “ ϕτpy,tqpy, tq with τpy, tq “ 1`α sinp2piktq for any α P p0, 1q. In this
case, f has k proper attractors and k proper repellers.
Further, for a suitable 1-periodic map h : R Ñ p´1, 1q, the discretiza-
tion τpy, tq “ 1 ` hptq can produce infinite number of quasi-attractors and
quasi-repellers. It is sufficient for h to have infinite zeros (countably or
uncountably), each of them accumulated by positive and negative values.
Example 2.7. (Perturbing the time 1 map of the Franks-Williams’s example)
Consider ϕt : M ÑM the Franks-Williams’s example of a non-transitive
Anosov flow ([FW80]). Let Λ be the unique basic attracting piece for ϕt.
In this particular example the flow ϕt|Λ : Λ Ñ Λ is conjugate to the
suspension of a derived from Anosov map g : T2 Ñ T2 restricted to its
unique attractor Y Ă T2. In particular, the time 1 map ϕ1|Λ leaves invariant
the fibers of this bundle structure acting on each of them as g|Y : Y Ñ Y .
Notice that each fiber is already a minimal unstable lamination for ϕ1.
Moreover, as the construction of ϕt involves performing a surgery far from
the suspension of g|Y : Y Ñ Y , in fact, there exists a neighborhood V of Y
with gpV q Ă V such that ϕt is conjugate to the suspension of g|V : V Ñ V
in a neighborhood U of Λ.
So we can perturb ϕ1 in a smaller bundle neighborhood U
1 Ă U of Λ to
obtain a discretization fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq that acts with arbitrary number of
quasi-attractors in the base and leaves unchanged the dynamics of ϕ1 outside
U . This can be done as in the previous example by taking τpy, tq “ 1`hptq
for a suitable 1-periodic diffeomorphism h : R Ñ R in the neighborhood U 1
and glueing it with the constant τ “ 1 outside U .
This construction produces arbitrary number of quasi-attractors for f ,
each one of them homeomorphic to Y . On the fibered neighborhood U 1 of
Λ the map f acts as h in the base S1 and as g on the fibers near Λ.
2.3. Quasi-isometrically action on Wc. In this subsection we present a
more technical definition that will allow us to state and prove our results in
its general form in Propositions 3.1 and 3.3.
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Let f : M Ñ M be a dynamically coherent partially hyperbolic diffeo-
morphism with dimpEcq “ 1.
Definition 2.8. We say that f acts quasi-isometrically in the future on Wc
if there exist some constants l, L ą 0 such that
fnpWcl pxqq ĂWcLpfnpxqq (1)
for every x in M and n ě 0. We analogously define quasi-isometrically in
the past if (1) is verified for every n ď 0. If f acts quasi-isometrically in the
past and future we say that f acts quasi-isometrically on Wc.
Remark 2.9. Every discretized Anosov flow fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq acts quasi-
isometrically on Wc with constants l “ min τ and L “ max τ .
Remark 2.10. Every one-dimensional center partially hyperbolic skew-product
acts quasi-isometrically on Wc. This is because the length of center leaves
is uniformly bounded in M so it is enough to choose L any constant larger
than this bound. In fact, the same is valid if we ask Wc to be uniformly
compact, that is, if all leaves of Wc are compact and the leaf length function
x ÞÑ lengthpWcpxqq is bounded in M .
Notation. Given x in M and y in Wcpxq we will denote by rx, ysc a center
segment from x to y inside Wcpxq. Notice that a priori there exist two
alternatives for rx, ysc if Wcpxq is a circle. Later we will work with Wc
oriented and this ambiguity will disappear.
The following lemma and its corollary will be used later in the following
sections. We say that a curve xu : r0, 1s Ñ M is an unstable curve if it is
everywhere tangent to the bundle Eu.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose f acts quasi-isometrically in the past on Wc. Let
rx, ysc be a center segment in M and xu : r0, 1s Ñ M be an unstable curve
such that xup0q “ x. Then there exist a unique unstable curve yu : r0, 1s Ñ
M and unique center segments rxuptq, yuptqsc varying continuously with t P
r0, 1s in the Hausdorff topology and verifying rxup0q, yup0qsc “ rx, ysc.
In the setting of the previous lemma, we will say that trxuptq, yuptqscutPr0,1s
is the transport by unstable holonomy of the center segment rx, ysc along the
unstable curve xu.
Proof. As f acts quasi-isometrically in the past on Wc there exists R ą 0
such that the length of f´nprx, yscq is less than R for every n ě 0.
As f is dynamically coherent, leaves of Wcu are subfoliated by leaves of
Wc and Wu having local product structure. Then, as Wc is tangent to a
continuous bundle, there exist small constants , δ ą 0 such that for every
center segment rx1, y1sc of length less than R and every point x2 P Wuδ px1q
there exists a unique center segment rx2, y2sc with y2 P Wu py1q such thatrx2, y2sc is contained in an unstable -neighborhood of rx1, y1sc of the formŤ
zPrx1,y1scW
u
 pzq. In other words, the transport by unstable holonomy for
center segments of length at most R is well defined along any unstable curve
of a certain small length δ ą 0.
Since f contracts unstable distances in the past, then f´n0pxuq will have
length less that δ for some n0 ě 0. Then the transport by unstable holonomy
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of rf´n0pxq, f´n0pyqsc along f´n0pxuq is well defined and, iterating it n0 to
the future, the transport by unstable holonomy of rx, ysc along xu is also
well defined. 
A priori for a dynamically coherent partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism,
for a given a center-unstable leaf Wcupxq it might be the case that the
set WupWcpxqq :“ ŤyPWcpxqWupyq is contained but does not coincide with
Wcupxq. Analogously it might be the case thatWcpWupxqq :“ ŤyPWupxqWcpyq
does not coincide with Wcupxq. This does not happen if f acts quasi-
isometrically in the past on Wc:
Corollary 2.12. If f acts quasi-isometrically in the past on Wc then
WupWcpxqq “WcpWupxqq “Wcupxq for every x in M .
Proof. Let Wcupxq be a center-unstable leaf in M and x1 be any point in
Wcupxq. We can join x and x1 by a concatenation of finite c and u arcs. More
precisely, there exist arcs rx, x1sc, rx1, x2su, . . . , rxn´2, xn´1su, rxn´1, x1sc
that join x to x1.
We want to see that x and x1 can be joined by a cu-path, that is, a
concatenation of one center segment and one unstable segment. Indeed, by
a transport by unstable holonomy we can replace any consecutive uc-path
rxi´2, xi´1su, rxi´1, xisc by a cu-path rxi´2, x1i´1sc, rx1i´1, xisu joining the
same starting point xi´2 with the same ending point xi. By applying this
process successively we obtain a cu-path from x to x1. A uc-path from x to x1
can be constructed analogously. The conclusion of the Lemma follows. 
Remark 2.13. Lemma 2.11 and Corollary 2.12 admit obvious analogous
statements for center-stable leaves if f acts quasi-isometrically in the fu-
ture on Wc.
3. Proof of Theorem A and Theorem B
Theorem A and Theorem B will be a consequence of the following two
more general statements. Together they can be seen as an obstruction to
the existence of more that one minimal unstable lamination (or more than
one attracting region) for certain partially hyperbolic systems with one-
dimensional center.
Proposition 3.1. Let f : M Ñ M be a dynamically coherent partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism with dimpEcq “ 1. Suppose that Wcs is minimal
and f acts quasi-isometrically in the future on Wc. Then there exists L ą 0
such that every minimal unstable lamination A verifies that
WcLpxq XA ‰ H
for every x PM . In particular, A intersects every leaf of Wc.
Remark 3.2. In Proposition 3.1 the hypothesis ‘Wcs minimal’ can be replaced
by ‘f chain-transitive’ or ‘f volume preserving’ since the latters imply the
former (see for example [BW05, Lemma 1.1]).
We say that a one-dimensional center manifold Wc admits a global section
if there exists a codimension one closed submanifold N Ă M transverse to
the leaves of Wc such that WcLpxq X N ‰ H for every x P M and some
constant L ą 0.
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Proposition 3.3. Let f : M Ñ M be a dynamically coherent partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism with dimpEcq “ 1. Suppose that the foliation Wc
is orientable and that there exists L ą 0 such that WcLpxqXA ‰ H for every
minimal unstable lamination A.
If M has more than one minimal unstable lamination then Wc admits a
global section.
Remark 3.4. Notice that Proposition 3.3 does not include the hypothesis ‘f
acts quasi-isometrically on Wc’. In fact, it is derived as a consequence along
the proof (see Lemma 5.3.).
Proof of Theorem A assuming Propositions 3.1 and 3.3. Let fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq
be a discretized Anosov flow such that ϕt : M Ñ M is transitive and not
orbit equivalent to a suspension.
As pointed out in Proposition 2.5 and Remark 2.1, the partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism f is dynamically coherent, the foliation Wc coincides with
the flow lines of ϕt (in particular, it is oriented) and the foliation W
cs is
minimal. Moreover, f acts quasi-isometrically on Wc as pointed out in
Remark 2.9.
Now, combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.3, we obtain that f can not admit
more than one minimal unstable lamination, otherwise ϕt would have a
global section and then it would be orbit equivalent to a suspension flow. 
Recall that a one-dimensional center manifold Wc is uniformly compact if
all leaves of Wc are compact and the leaf length function x ÞÑ lengthpWcpxqq
is bounded in M . When f is a skew-product, clearly Wc is uniformly com-
pact (in fact, the leaf length function is continuous). We will prove Theorem
B in its more general version for the case when Wc is an f -invariant uni-
formly compact foliation.
Proof of Theorem B assuming Propositions 3.1 and 3.3. Let f : M Ñ M
be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with dimpEcq “ 1 admitting an
f -invariant uniformly compact center foliation Wc such that the induced
dynamics in the space of center leaves, F : M{Wc Ñ M{Wc, is transitive.
Suppose that M admits more that one minimal unstable laminations. We
are going to see that under this hypothesis pM,Wcq has to be a virtually
trivial bundle.
From [BB16, Theorem 1] f is dynamically coherent with center-stable
and center-unstable foliations Wcs and Wcu, respectively, such that Wc “
WcsXWcu. As F : M{Wc ÑM{Wc is transitive the foliation Wcs has to be
minimal, otherwise a proper minimal set for Wcs would project to M{Wc
into a proper repeller for F .
Furthermore, as the length of center leaves is bounded, then f automati-
cally acts quasi-isometrically on Wc as pointed out in Remark 2.10.
Suppose first that Wc is orientable. Now by combining Propositions 3.1
and 3.3 we obtain that Wc admits a global section.
Let us denote the global section of Wc as N ĂM . Let α : N Ñ N denote
the first return map of Wc to N , modulo fixing an orientation for Wc.
For every x P N let kpxq P Z` be the smallest positive integer such that
αkpxqpxq “ x. As x ÞÑ lengthpWcpxqq is bounded in M there exists some
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constant k P Z` such that kpxq ď k for every x. By taking K “ k! we
obtain that αK “ id.
Let us consider a metric in M such that every center segment rx, αpxqsc
is of length 1K and let φ
c : M Ñ M denote the flow by arc-length whose
flow lines are the leaves of Wc. Then the map p : N ˆ S1 Ñ M given by
px, θq ÞÑ φcθpxq is a K : 1 covering map sending circles of the form t¨u ˆ S1
to leaves of the foliation Wc. We conclude that pM,Wcq is a virtually trivial
bundle.
In the case Wc is not orientable we can argue as above after taking an
orientable double cover for Wc. Indeed, we can lift f , Wc and all the min-
imal unstable laminations to an orientable double cover M˜ . The quasi-
isometrically action of f on Wc remains valid on the lifted dynamics. We
claim that the minimality of Wcs also remains valid on the lift. Indeed, if
we suppose that the lift of Wcs is not minimal then there exist x˜ and x˜1 lifts
of a point x PM such that Wcspx˜q and Wcspx˜1q are minimal proper subsets
of M˜ . Then M˜ coincides with the disjoint union Wcspx˜q YWcspx˜1q and we
get to a contradiction. This proves the claim.
We obtain that the lifted dynamics verifies Propositions 3.1 and 3.3.
Then, as argued above, M˜ and the lift of Wc form a virtually trivial bundle.
We conclude that pM,Wcq is also a virtually trivial bundle. 
4. Proof of Proposition 3.1
Let f : M ÑM be as in the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1.
Recall that for every r ą 0 and x P M we denote by WsrpWcrpxqq the
set
Ť
yPWcrpxqW
s
rpyq. As a consequence of f acting quasi-isometrically in the
future on Wc the Corollary 2.12 gives us that
Ť
rě0WsrpWcrpxqq “ Wcspxq
for every x in M .
Lemma 4.1. There exists R ą 0 such that WsRpWcRpxqq XWupyq ‰ H for
every x and y in M .
Proof. By contradiction, suppose there exist Rn
nÝÑ 8 and sequences txnun
and tynun in M such that WsRnpWcRnpxnqqXWupynq “ H for every n. Then,
as we are dealing with leaves of foliations tangent to continuous bundles, by
taking accumulation points x and y of the sequences txnun and tynun we
obtain that Wcspxq XWupyq “ H. This contradicts that Wcspxq is dense in
M . 
As f acts quasi-isometrically in the future on Wc there exists L ą 0 such
that fnpWcRpxqq is contained in WcLpfnpxqq for every n ě 0 and x PM .
Proposition 3.1 is a direct consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. For every x and y in M we have that WcLpxq XWupyq ‰ H.
Proof. Let us fix x and y arbitrary points in M . For every n ě 0 we have
that WsRpWcRpf´npxqqq XWupf´npyqq ‰ H. Then, as f contracts distances
uniformly to the future inside stable leaves, there exists rn
nÝÑ 0 such that the
image of WsRpWcRpf´npxqqq by fn is contained in WsrnpWcLpxqq. We obtain
that WsrnpWcLpxqqXWupyq ‰ H for every n ě 0 and then WcLpxqXWupyq ‰H. 
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5. Proof of Proposition 3.3
From now on let f : M Ñ M and L ą 0 be as in the hypothesis of
Proposition 3.3 and suppose that there exist A and A1 different minimal
unstable laminations in M . We will see that under this hypothesis Wc has
to admit a global section.
5.1. The sets pA,A1qc and pA1, Aqc. The goal of this subsection is to prove
that the sets pA,A1qc and pA1, Aqc defined below are disjoint open subsets
of M that “separates” the disjoint and closed subsets rAsc and rA1sc (see
Proposition 5.5).
Let us fix from now on an orientation for Wc and denote φc : MˆRÑM
a non-singular flow that parameterizes the leaves of Wc.
Notation. For x and y in the same center leaf we will say that x ď y if
y “ φctpxq for some t ě 0. If this is the case, let px, yqc and rx, ysc denote
the open and closed center segments from x to y.
Let us define the sets:
rAsc “
ď
trx, ysc : x P A, y P A, rx, ysc XA1 “ Hu,
pA,A1qc “
ď
tpx, yqc : x P A, y P A1, px, yqc X pAYA1q “ Hu.
Notice that the center segments in the definition of rAsc may be singletons.
We define analogously the sets rA1sc and pA1, Aqc. By an abuse of notation,
we will consider this sets both as subsets of M and as an abstract collection
center segments.
The following remark is a direct consequence from the definitions.
Remark 5.1. The manifold M is equal to the disjoint union rAscYpA,A1qcY
rA1sc Y pA1, Aqc.
Let us first point out that:
Lemma 5.2. The map f acts quasi-isometrically on Wc.
Proof. Let d ą 0 be the distance between the disjoint minimal unstable
laminations A and A1.
We claim that, as every center segment of length 2L ą 0 intersects every
minimal unstable lamination, then fnpWcdpxqq can not have length larger
than 2L for any x PM and n P Z.
By contradiction, if the length of fnpWcdpxqqq is larger that 2L for some x P
M and n P Z then fnpWcdpxqq intersects both minimal unstable laminations
fnpAq and fnpA1q. Then Wcdpxq has to intersect both A and A1. This gives
us a contradiction and the claim is proved. We obtain that f is acts quasi-
isometrically on Wc with constants d, 2L ą 0. 
As a consequence of the previous lemma the equality WupWcpxqq “
Wcupxq is verified for every x P M (Corollary 2.12) and we will be able to
make ‘long’ transports by unstable holonomy of any center segment (Lemma
2.11).
For every x P A let us define Spxq to be the first point of A1 in Wcpxq in
the direction of the flow φc. That is, Spxq is such that px, Spxqqc is a center
segment in pA,A1qc. Let us define lSpxq as the length of the arc rx, Spxqsc.
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Lemma 5.3. The function lS : AÑ R is lower semicontinuous and contin-
uous in a residual subset of A.
Proof. Since lS is bounded from above by the constant 2L ą 0 then, for every
sequence txnun Ă A that converges to a point x in A, any accumulation
point y of Spxnq lies in Wcpxq. Since A1 is closed, y is a point in A1. Then
rx, Spxqsc has to be contained in rx, ysc for any such an accumulation point
y. This implies that lSpxq ď lim infn lSpxnq and we obtain that lS is lower
semicontinuous.
To see that A contains a residual subset of continuity points for lS we
can consider the sets Fm “ tx P A : D xn nÝÑ x s.t. lim infn lSpxnq ě
lSpxq ` 1mu for every m in Z`. The set of continuity points of lS coin-
cides with AzŤm Fm. It is direct to prove that each Fm is a closed nowhere
dense subset of A. Then AzŤm Fm is a residual set in A by Baire category
theorem.

For a continuity point x of lS every sequence txnun Ă A converging to
x verifies that the center segments rxn, Spxnqsc converges in the Hausdorff
topology to rx, Spxqsc. For a discontinuity point this is not the case, however,
we will see in the following lemma that the failure of continuity is not so bad.
We will use that the behavior of S near a continuity point can be extended
by unstable holonomy to any point of A thanks to Lemma 2.11:
Lemma 5.4. Let txnun Ă A be a sequence converging to a point x P A.
Up to taking a subsequence, suppose that tSpxnqun converges to a point
y P A1. Then y lies in Wcpxq, the center segments rxn, Spxnqsc converge in
the Hausdorff topology to rx, ysc and rSpxq, ysc is a center segment (possibly
degenerate to a point) contained in rA1sc.
Proof. We claim first that the lemma is true for every x P A in a neighbor-
hood of a continuity point of lS .
Indeed, let z P A be a continuity point of lS and consider USpzq a small
neighborhood of Spzq at a positive distance from A. We can suppose that
USpzq is a foliation box of Wc, that is, that USpzq is the image of a homeo-
morphism h : Dˆr0, 1s Ñ USpzq such that D is a compact disc of dimension
dimpMq ´ 1 and hptxu ˆ r0, 1sq is a center segment for every x P D. Let us
denote by D1 the disc hpD ˆ t1uq.
Since z is a continuity point of lS we can consider δ ą 0 such that for
every x P A X Bδpzq we have that Spxq lies in the interior of USpzq. In
particular, the center segment rx, Spxqsc does not cross the disc D1.
If txnun Ă A is a sequence converging to a point x P AXBδpzq, then any
accumulation point y of tSpxnqun has to lie in USpzq. Up to a subsequence,
let us assume that Spxnq nÝÑ y. Then, as each rxn, Spxnqsc does not intersect
D1, the segments rxn, Spxnqsc need to converge in the Hausdorff topology
to rx, ysc and the whole segment rSpxq, ysc has to be contained USpzq (see
Figure 1). As Spxq and y are in A1 and USpzq is disjoint from A we conclude
that rSpxq, ysc is a center segment in rA1sc. This proves the first claim.
Let us see now that the lemma is true for every point in xˆ P A. We
will use as an auxiliary construction a continuity point z for lS and the
neighborhoods Bδpzq and USpzq as in the previous claim.
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Bδpzq USpzq
D1
z
x
Spzq
Spxq y
Spxnqxn
Figure 1.
Let txˆnun Ă A be a sequence converging to the point xˆ P A. Suppose, up
to taking a subsequence, that Spxˆnq converges to a point yˆ. As A is Wu-
minimal and z P A we can consider x PWupxˆq XBδpzq and xu : r0, 1s ÑM
an unstable arc such that xup0q “ x and xup1q “ xˆ. We can consider also
unstable arcs txun : r0, 1s Ñ Mun converging uniformly to xu such that
xunp0q “ xn lies in Wupxˆnq XBδpzq and xunp1q “ xˆn.
xˆn
xˆ yˆ
Spxˆnq
Spxq
Bδpzq USpzq
D1
xuxun
A A
1 A1
yx
Spxˆq
Figure 2.
Let us denote yn “ Spxnq for every n. Notice that yn P USpzq since
xn P Bδpzq. As the sequence xn converges to x then by the first claim, up
to taking a subsequence, rxn, ynsc converges in the Hausdorff topology to a
center segment rx, ysc such that rSpxq, ysc is in rA1sc.
Consider now trxuptq, yuptqscutPr0,1s the transport by unstable holonomy
of rx, ysc along xu such that rxup0q, yup0qsc “ rx, ysc (see Lemma 2.11).
Consider also trxunptq, yunptqscutPr0,1s the transport by unstable holonomy of
rxunp0q, yunp0qsc “ rxn, ynsc along xun for every n. Notice that, as Spxnq “ yn
and A and A1 are Wu-invariant, then Spxunptqq “ yunptq for every t P r0, 1s.
The foliations Wc and Wu have C1 leaves tangent to continuous subbun-
dles ofM . So as xun converges uniformly to x
u we have that rxunptq, yunptqsc has
to converge in the Hausdorff topology to rxuptq, yuptqsc for every t P r0, 1s.
In particular, the sequence rxunp1q, yunp1qsc “ rxˆn, Spxˆnqsc needs to con-
verge to rxup1q, yup1qsc. As xup1q “ xˆ and Spxˆnq nÝÑ yˆ we obtain that
rxup1q, yup1qsc “ rxˆ, yˆsc. Then the sequence rxˆn, Spxˆnqsc converges to rxˆ, yˆsc.
Finally, from the first claim, rSpxq, ysc “ rSpxup0qq, yup0qsc is a center
segment in rA1sc. This property is preserved by unstable holonomy since A
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and A1 are Wu-saturated so rSpxuptqq, yuptqsc is a center segment in rA1sc
for every t P r0, 1s. We conclude that rSpxup1qq, yup1qsc “ rSpxˆq, yˆsc needs
to be a center segment in rA1sc (see Figure 2) and this ends the proof of the
lemma. 
We are now able to prove:
Proposition 5.5. The sets pA,A1qc and pA1, Aqc are disjoint open subsets
of M . The sets rAsc and rA1sc are disjoint closed subsets of M .
Proof. The sets pA,A1qc and pA1, Aqc are disjoint by definition. For proving
pA,A1qc open let us see that its complement, rAsYpA,A1qcYrA1sc, is closed.
The proof of pA1, Aqc open is analogous.
Let tvnun be a sequence in rAscYpA,A1qcYrA1sc converging to a point v.
The sequence tvnun lies infinitely many times in rAscYpA,A1qc or pA,A1qcY
rA1sc. Suppose without loss of generality that it is the former. So, up to a
subsequence, there exist xn P A and yn “ Spxnq P A1 such that vn lies in
the center segment rxn, ynsc for every n.
Then by Lemma 5.4, up to taking a converging subsequence such that
xn
nÝÑ x and yn nÝÑ y, the sequence rxn, ynsc converges in the Hausdorff
topology to the center segment rx, ysc and rSpxq, ysc is in rA1sc.
Then rx, ysc “ rx, SpxqscYrSpxq, ysc is a center segment in rAsYpA,A1qcY
rA1sc. As the limit point v needs to lie in rx, ysc this proves that rAs Y
pA,A1qc Y rA1sc is closed.
The sets rAsc and rA1sc are disjoint by definition. Let us see that rAsc is
closed. The proof of rA1sc closed is analogous.
Let twnun be a sequence in rAsc converging to a point w. Suppose that
each wn is contained in a segment rxn, znsc in rAsc and consider yn “ Spxnq
for every n. Then by Lemma 5.4, up to taking a converging subsequence
such that xn
nÝÑ x and yn nÝÑ y, the sequence rxn, ynsc converges in the
Hausdorff topology to the center segment rx, ysc such that rSpxq, ysc is in
rA1sc.
Up to taking another subsequence if necessary the sequence tznun Ă A
converges to a point z P A contained in rx, ysc. The sequence rxn, znsc
converges in the Hausdorff topology to rx, zsc so the point w needs to lies in
rx, zsc as it is the limit of points wn in rxn, znsc. Moreover, since rSpxq, yscX
A “ H, then rx, zsc needs to be contained in rx, Spxqsc. We deduce that
rx, zsc is a center segment in rAsc containing w. This proves that rAsc is
closed in M . 
Let us end this subsection with a small parenthesis:
Remark 5.6. Let us compare with the examples in [BG10] of Axiom A dis-
cretized Anosov flows having a proper attractor Λ and a proper repeller Λ1
such that Wc is not topologically conjugate to a suspension.
In these examples, Λ and Λ1 are minimal unstable and stable laminations,
respectively, and Proposition 3.1 is verified: there exist L ą 0 such that
WcLpxq intersects Λ and Λ1 for every x PM .
If one is tempted to imitate the present proof with Λ and Λ1 in the place
of A and A1, it fails at the following point: By considering analogously the
sets pΛ,Λ1qc and pΛ1,Λqc of center segments from Λ to Λ1 and from Λ1 to
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Λ, respectively, the property that is not verified is that pΛ,Λ1qc and pΛ1,Λqc
are open. Indeed, there exist segments in pΛ,Λ1qc accumulated by segments
from pΛ1,Λqc, and vice versa. The basin of Λ or Λ1 does not decomposes in
two connected components, rather Λ and Λ1 are geometrically intertwined
in such a fashion that its basins have a unique connected component.
5.2. Construction of the global section. We can conclude from the pre-
vious subsection that M decomposes as the disjoint union
M “ rAsc Y pA,A1qc Y rA1sc Y pA1, Aqc,
where pA,A1qc and pA1, Aqc are open and rAsc and rA1sc are closed in M .
From Proposition 3.1 there exists L ą 0 such that WcLpxq X A ‰ H and
WcLpxq XA1 ‰ H for every x PM . Let us see in this subsection that all this
is sufficient for proving that Wc has to admit a global section.
Consider θ : M Ñ r0, 1s continuous such that θ´1p0q “ rAsc and θ´1p1q “
rA1sc. Define next ρ : M Ñ S1 such that
ρpxq “
"
1
2θpxq (mod 1) if x P rAsc Y pA,A1qc Y rA1sc
1´ 12θpxq (mod 1) if x P rA1sc Y pA1, Aqc Y rAsc
Remark 5.7. The function ρ : M Ñ S1 is well-defined and continuous.
Proof. If x is a point belonging both to rAsc Y pA,A1qc Y rA1sc and rA1sc Y
pA1, Aqc Y rAsc then x P rAsc “ θ´1p0q or x P rA1sc “ θ´1p1q. In both cases,
1
2θpxq and 1´ 12θpxq take the same value (mod 1). We obtain that ρ is well
defined.
Since ρ is a continuous function restricted to each closed subset rAsc Y
pA,A1qc Y rA1sc and rA1sc Y pA1, Aqc Y rAsc (they are closed as they are the
complement of pA1, Aqc and pA,A1qc, respectively), and since the union of
both closed subsets is M , then ρ is continuous. 
Recall that φc : MˆRÑM denotes a flow whose flow lines are the leaves
of Wc. Let us assume that φc is parametrized by arclength. Let p : M˜ ÑM
be the universal cover of M and φ˜c : M˜ ˆ R Ñ M˜ be the lift of φc to M˜ .
Consider ρ˜ : M˜ Ñ R to be a lift of ρ : M Ñ S1, that is, such that pi˝ρ˜ “ ρ˝p.
As A and A1 intersect every center segment of length 2L ą 0 then for
every x˜ in M˜ :
ρ˜ ˝ φ˜cpx˜, 4Lq ´ ρ˜ ˝ φ˜cpx˜, 0q ą 1. (2)
Notice that for a given x in M the difference considered in (2) is independent
of the lift x˜ of x. Informally, it measures how much ‘winds around’ S1 the
image by ρ of the center segment rx, x` 4Lsc.
Now an argument of Schwartzman (see [Sc57] and [BG09]) allows us to
conclude the proof of Proposition 3.3. We reproduce it for the sake of
completeness.
Proposition 5.8. Let M be a smooth manifold and φ : M ˆ R Ñ M be a
flow tangent to a continuous vector field Xφ in M and satisfying (2) for a
certain continuous function ρ : M Ñ S1 and some constant L ą 0. Then φ
admits a smooth global section.
Proof. Let p : M˜ ÑM be the universal cover of M . Consider Xψ a smooth
vector field C0-close to Xφ and µ : M Ñ S1 a smooth map C0-close to
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ρ : M Ñ S1. Let ψ˜ : M˜ Ñ M˜ be the lift to M˜ of the flow ψ : M Ñ M
tangent to Xψ and µ˜ : M˜ Ñ R be such that p˜i ˝ µ˜ “ µ ˝ p. Then, if Xψ and
µ are close enough to Xφ and ρ, respectively, we still have
µ˜ ˝ ψ˜px, 4Lq ´ µ˜ ˝ ψ˜px, 0q ą 1,
for every x PM .
Let us consider now the smooth map λ˜ : M˜ Ñ R given by
λ˜px˜q “ 1
4L
ż 4L
0
µ˜ ˝ ψ˜px˜, tqdt.
We claim that λ˜ projects to a map λ : M Ñ S1. Indeed, if x˜ and y˜ are two
points in M˜ such that x “ ppx˜q “ ppy˜q then there exists an integer n such
that µ˜py˜q “ µ˜px˜q`n. Furthermore, n satisfies that µ˜˝ψ˜py˜, tq “ µ˜˝ψ˜px˜, tq`n
for every t. This implies that λ˜py˜q “ λ˜px˜q ` n. We deduce that
λpxq :“ λ˜px˜q (mod 1)
is well defined independently of the lift x˜. This proves the claim.
Moreover, for any x˜ in M˜ we have:
B
Bt λ˜ ˝ ψ˜px˜, tq|t“0 “
1
4L
pµ˜ ˝ ψ˜px˜, 4Lq ´ µ˜ ˝ ψ˜px˜, 0qq ą 1
4L
ą 0. (3)
This proves that λ : M Ñ S1 is a submersion such that the orbits of ψ are
transverse to the fibers. We obtain that N “ λ´1p0q is a submanifold of M
that is a global section for the flow ψ.
Moreover, since (3) gives us a positive lower bound (which only depends
on the a priori constant L ą 0) for the angle between the vector field Xψ and
the fibers of λ : M Ñ S1 then we can consider Xψ to be C0-close enough
to Xφ so that φ : M ÑM is also transverse to the fibers and N is a global
section for φ. 
6. Proof of Theorem A’ and Corollary 1.2
Consider from now on fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq a discretized Anosov flow such
that ϕt : M ÑM is a non-transitive topological Anosov flow.
Adapting the proof of Theorem A to prove Theorem A’. Let Λ be an attract-
ing basic piece of ϕt. As the flow ϕt|Λ : Λ Ñ Λ is transitive one obtains
that WcspxqXΛ is dense in Λ for every x in Λ, otherwise Wcspxq X Λ would
be a proper repeller for ϕt|Λ. So Wcs|Λ is minimal in Λ. As f acts quasi-
isometrically on Wc then Proposition 3.1 adapts identically and we get that
there exists L ą 0 such that every minimal unstable lamination A in Λ
verifies that WcLpxq XA ‰ H for every x P Λ.
Suppose now that there exist two different minimal unstable laminations
A and A1 in Λ. We want to show that ϕt|Λ needs to be orbit equivalent to
a suspension. This will conclude the proof of Theorem A’.
We can analogously define the sets rAsc, pA,A1qc, rA1sc and pA1, Aqc as in
the proof of Proposition 3.3. The proof that pA,A1qc and pA1, Aqc are open
and that rAsc and rA1sc are closed in Λ works analogously. This allows us
to define a continuous function ρ : Λ Ñ S1 such that
|Ćρ ˝ ϕ4Lpxq ´ Ćρ ˝ ϕ0pxq| ą 1, (4)
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where t ÞÑ Čρ ˝ ϕtpxq : RÑ R is any lift of t ÞÑ ρ ˝ ϕtpxq for every x P Λ.
We can extend now ρ to a small open ϕt-forward invariant neighborhood
U of Λ is the following way: We can cover Λ by Bδ1px1qY . . .YBδj pxjq such
that xi P Λ and |ρpxq ´ ρpxiq| ă 1{10 for every x P Λ X Bδipxiq. By Tietze
extension theorem we can extend ρ|ΛXBδi pxiq to ρi : Bδipxiq Ñ S1 such that
we still have |ρipxq ´ ρpxiq| ă 1{10 for every x P Bδipxiq. Then by taking
a partition of unity tτi : Bδipxiq Ñ r0, 1sui subordinated to tBδipxiqui the
functions tρiui can be interpolated in order to obtain an extension of ρ to
Bδ1px1q Y . . . Y Bδj pxjq. Finally, we can take V Ă Bδ1px1q Y . . . Y Bδj pxjq
such that ϕtpV q Ă Bδ1px1q Y . . . Y Bδj pxjq for every t ě 0 and then define
U “ Ťtě0 ϕtpV q.
This construction of U gives us that (4) continues to be valid for every
x P U . The argument of Schwartzman also works well restricted to U : by
taking smooth approximations µ and Xψ of ρ and
Bϕt
Bt |t“0 , respectively, we
can define the function λ : U Ñ S1 as λpxq “ 14L
şL
0
Čµ ˝ ψtpxqdt (mod 1) and
obtain that BBtČλ ˝ ψtpxq|t“0 ą 14L ą 0 for every x P U . Then λ´1p0q gives
us a global forward section for ϕt|U . This global forward section gives us a
global section for ϕt|Λ. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Let fpxq “ ϕτpxqpxq be a discretized Anosov flow
such that ϕt is not transitive. Let Λ1, . . . , Λk be the attracting basic pieces
of ϕt and suppose that ϕt is not orbit equivalent to a suspension restricted
to any of this pieces.
Recall that WcspΛ1q Y . . .YWcspΛkq is an open and dense Wcs-saturated
subset of M . As f acts quasi-isometrically on Wc then Wcspxq “WspWcpxqq
for every x in M by Corollary 2.12. As each Λi is W
c-saturated, then
WcspΛ1q Y . . .YWcspΛkq coincides with WspΛ1q Y . . .YWspΛkq.
We claim that there exists R ą 0 such that
Wupxq X `WsRpΛ1q Y . . .YWsRpΛkq˘ ‰ H
for every x in M . Indeed, let V u1 ,. . . , V
u
j be a finite collection ofW
u -foliation
boxes such that
Ť
i V
u
i “ M . For every 1 ď i ď j there exist Ri ą 0 such
that WsRipΛ1qY . . .YWsRipΛkq intersects every Wu-plaque in V ui . The claim
follows from taking R “ maxtR1, . . . , Rju.
As a consequence of the previous claim we obtain that
Wupxq X `Λ1 Y . . .Y Λk˘ ‰ H
for every x inM . Indeed, asWupf´npxqq intesercts `WsRpΛ1qY. . .YWsRpΛkq˘
for every n ě 0 then Wupxq “ fnpWupf´npxqqq is at distance 0 from Λ1 Y
. . .YΛk. We deduce that every minimal unstable lamination for f intersects
Λ1 Y . . .Y Λk.
Moreover, as each attracting basic piece is compact and Wu-saturated,
then every minimal unstable lamination for f has to be contained in one of
the attracting basic pieces.
Finally, by Theorem A’, each attracting basic piece Λi contains a unique
minimal unstable lamination. We conclude that f admits exactly k minimal
unstable laminations and that each one of them is contained in one of the
attracting basic pieces Λ1, . . . , Λk of ϕt. 
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Let us finish this section with a brief sketch on how to construct an Anosov
flow in the hypothesis of Corollary 1.2:
Example 6.1. Let S be a negatively curved hyperbolic closed surface. Let
ϕt : T
1S Ñ T 1S be the geodesic flow on the unitary tangent bundle of S.
Consider α and β two simple, closed, oriented and disjoint geodesics in
S. Let us see them as periodic orbits α, β : r0, 1s Ñ T 1S of the flow ϕt.
It is a standard procedure to make a DA-type perturbation of the vector
field BϕtBt |t“0 in a neighborhood of α in order to transform α into a repelling
periodic orbit for a new flow ψt : T
1S Ñ T 1S such that BϕtBt |t“0 and BψtBt |t“0
coincide outside a small neighborhood of α.
By considering then T a small toroidal neighborhood of α such that
ψt points inward into T
1SzT along the boundary BT we obtain that the
maximal invariant set of ψt|T 1SzT is a connected attracting hyperbolic set
Λ Ă T 1SzT . By cutting out T from T 1S and gluing back adequatly another
copy of ψt|T 1SzT with the inverse orientation one can obtain a non-transitive
Anosov flow with Λ as its unique attracting basic piece (see the techniques
in [FW80] and [BBY17] for all the details).
We claim now that ψt|Λ is not orbit equivalent to a suspension. Suppose
by contradiction that it is. Then we can consider ρ : Λ Ñ S1 such that
limtÑ`8 Ćρ ˝ ϕtpxq “ `8 and limtÑ´8 Ćρ ˝ ϕtpxq “ ´8 for every x P Λ,
where t ÞÑ Ćρ ˝ ϕtpxq : RÑ R is any lift of t ÞÑ ρ ˝ ϕtpxq : RÑ S1.
We can extend ρ to a small open ϕt-forward invariant neighborhood U of
Λ such that limtÑ`8 Ćρ ˝ ϕtpxq “ `8 continues to be valid for every x P U
(see the proof of Theorem A’ for details on how to construct such an U). By
considering an adapted metric such that ϕt contracts distances inside strong
stable leaves for all future iterates we can take U of the form
Ť
xPΛWsδpxq
for some δ ą 0. In particular, ϕt points inwards to U in every point of BU .
We can extend ρ continuously to T 1SzT by setting ρpyq “ ρpϕtypyqq for
every y P T 1SzpT Y Uq where ty is the unique non-negative time such that
ϕtypyq P BU .
Now, β : r0, 1s Ñ Λ is freely homotopic to its inverse β´1 : r0, 1s Ñ Λ
in T 1S by the homotopy βs with s P r0, 1s that for each t takes 9βptq and
rotates it clockwise spi. As βs coincides with β in the base S, we can consider
T sufficiently close to α so that this homotopy takes place inside T 1SzT .
This homotopy gives an homotopy between the curve t ÞÑ Ćρ ˝ βptq : R Ñ R
that lifts t ÞÑ ρ ˝ βptq : R Ñ S1 and the curve t ÞÑ Čρ ˝ β´1ptq : R Ñ
R that lifts t ÞÑ ρ ˝ β´1ptq : R Ñ S1. This is an imposible homotopy
since limtÑ`8 Ćρ ˝ βptq “ `8 and limtÑ`8 Čρ ˝ β´1ptq “ ´8. We get to a
contradiction and the claim is proved.
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